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·Reorganized Athleti~
Boardsubmi~budge~
by Robert J. Kosinski

Resigned members of the
Athletic Board of Control
- agreed to reorganize their
board and submit their club's
budgets to the Student Fees
and Allocations Committee at
their allotted amount of
$53,?00. Included in the deci·
sion which passed by a vote of
19 to 2 was the agreement to
drop ice hockey from the
athletic program, a saving of
close to $9500.
Diacus~ on the future of
intercollegiate athletics at
Northeastern have continued
on all levels of the university
after the resignation of Athlet
ic Board members on June 15.
Board members resigned because they said they would be
unable to operate an effective
athletic program with the
money alloted, but, in doing
so, endangered the ·recognition
and funding of all the clubs
under the board. With a
warning from the Charter

Review Board, stating that a
because the enrollment was
board had to be formed within
going to be 10,290 which is
thirty days to insure the
about 1000 students more than
existence of the athletic teams,
the business office projection.
in hand; representatives of the
Smith suggested t hat thia
At hletic Department met with
added money coupled wit h
Ann Smith, acting vice-presi
money in the current athletic
dent for Academic Affairs.
budget that could be held over
After discussing and reviewing
(about 4000) and the agree. various ideas and proposals, it
ment by the Senate to forego a
was thought that Student
loan of $4 700 made last year to
Government input would be
the board would be sufficient
for maintaining the program. ·
needed to find out the
feasibility of their ideas and
Payette said t hat any addianother meeting was schedtional money g iven to t e
uled.
· athletic Board would have to
At that meeting, Jim Paybe approyed by the Student
ette, president of the Student
Senate. This included their
Senate, explained that the
share of the $18,000 left over
allocation of money to the
from fiscal 76/77 in the general
individual clubs was based on
fund which was suggested by
a projected figure of enrollthe Student Fees Advisory
ment from the business office,
Committee.
along with the return of
In the hope of receiving the
student fees surveys which
additional funds at a later
were sent to every student.
date, the Athletic Board
agreed to reorganize an·d
Ken Stetson, Assistant to
the Vice-president, said that
submit their budgets . (See
more income could-be expected
commentary on page 4 ).

BOG election; fees
referendum to be
held June 5 & 6
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
The election for student
representative to the Board of
Governors for State Colleges
and Universities, originally
scheduled for June 7 and 8,
later changed to June 14 and
15, has been tentatively rescheduled for July 5 and 6 on
all UNI campus locations. The
election will be conducted on
July 5 and 6 providing -the
Student Supreme Court lifts
the temporary restraining order which was placed on the
last scheduled election following the report of election
irregularities.

Included on the ballot will
a yes/no option to increase
the student activity fee for
part time students from $5.00
to $9.00 effective for the· fall
trimester only~ The Student
Senate endorsed the scheduling of this referendum as a
measure of dealing with the
substantial decrease in student
fee income following · the
BOG 's policy changing the
status of a part-time student
from 7 credit hours to 11 credit
hours. This change will result
in a projected decrease of
approximately $25,000 less
than was collected last fiscal
year.
be

Photo: Carol Jean Zalatoris

West takes
Financial Aid helDI
Barbara Cook, Acting Vice
President for Student Affairs,
announced that Mi:. George·
West has assumed the responsibilities of Acting Director of
Financial Aid· effective June 1,
1~77. Mr. West has been
employed in the Financial Aid
office which has provided him
with the necessary background
for this interim position.

A Search and Screen Committee will soon be formed to ·
begin t he search for a Director.
It is anticipated this Committee should complete its search :
and deliberations in order to be
ready to make recommendations to the Vice President for
S t uden t Affairs when that
position is filled.

'Anemic',senate
restocks committees
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Student Senate of
Northeastern Illinois University appointed members to its
various committees and councils at a meeting on June 20.
Because only 13 senators
attended, 14 short . of the
number necessary for quorum·,
the Senate voted to suspend
the rules and vote on consensus to comply with the Senate
by-law providing for the yearly
_appointment of individuals to
all Senate committee positions
prior to July 1.
The name of each committee/council, the function and
the newly appointed members
are as follows:
The Student Fees and
Allocations Comptlttee - To

establish policies and procedures- for the distribution of
student fees and the allocation
of these funds each year.
Brent Leatherman
Tony Negron
Mike 'O'Malley
Jim Payette
Howard Smyles
The Charter Review Board
- An advisory board to the
Student Senate whose function
is to review and recommend
suspension and approval of
any student clubs or organization's char~r of recognition.
Tony Negron
Miguel Santiago-Soto
Sonya Sledge
Ava Stein
Joe Tylus
Student Satelite Advisory

Committee - A newly formed
committee of students established to visit the four UNI
field centers and handle student complaints as well as· deal
with problems and concerns.
Denise Becknal
Beth Maguire
Miguel Santiago-Soto
Ramon Vasquez
Constitution Revision Committee - A committee of
students who review the
Student Government's Constitution and make recommendations for changes, modlfications, clarifications.
Robert J. Kosinski
Jim Payette
Sonya Sledge
Miguel Santiago-Soto
[Cont. on page 2)
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-senate conitiiiiiees

photos of the week

(cont'd .from page 1)
Faculty Evaluation Committee - Committee open to all
students to conduct an evaluation of all faculty members,
gather student opinions, and
publish the results for the
benefit of students.
Robert J. Kosinski
Chuck Miceli
Ava Stein
Greg Whitworth
Affirmative Action Committee - Review and advise upon
decisions and . policies related
to the University'·s Affirmative
Action Program.
Sue Forslev
Board Policy Monitoring
Committee
A campus
advisory board for the review
of Board of Governors policies.
Tony Negron
Campus Planning _C om~ittee - Review and advise upon
decisions related to Campus
Planning.
.Sue Forslev
Joe Tylus
•
_
Financial Aid Committee . A committee establishecf ·to
work in cooperation' with the
director of :Financial Aid: . _
Jacobo Szapird .. '·: ~. - . . Yehicle Committee ..:. A
committee established to write
policy for the ·use of Student
Government vehicles: ·
Robert J . Kosinski ·
Jim Payette
Miguel Santiago-Soto ·
Greg Whitworth
Parking Appeals ·13o_ard
Committee authorized for· the
approval or disapproval o_f
parking- tickets given to students on university , property
and subsequently appealed.

Rick Rios
Cindy Ruff
Joe Tylus
Carol Jean Zalatoris
Joe Zdziebko
Student Affairs Committee
- Working with the Faculty
Senate and the Department of
St~dent l,.ffairs. Its function is
to develop Strident Affairs-re
lated policies ·and act as
redress committee in cases
involving student affairs.
Robert J. Kosinski
Tony· Negron
Jim Payette
Joe Tylus
Caroi Jean Zalatoris

a

Commencement Committee
- One graduate student and
three und·e rgraduate students
selected to aid in the planning
of upcoming graduation ceremonies. (Undergraduate positions open.)
Marshall Bronaugh
(Graduate)
· Parking Advisory Board
A ·university committee· which
·makes recommendations for
·campus parking regulations
· ima 'parking related matters,
· inclu-dirig facility improvements and maintenance.
Jim Payette
• Carol Jean,Zalatoris
Univ~rsity Educational Policy Council [UEPC] ~ _Discusses and ·proposes policies relating to ·university academics. ·
Jacobo Szapiro
Budget'ary Comm-ittee ·committee which · discusses
university expenditures for the
upcoming fispil year.
Howard Smyles

·An_afternoon thundenrtorm ftooded areas oi the .campus Friday, June 17; President Ronald
Williams' 50th birthday. After the storm ended, three university employees skipped stones in a
huge puddle that formed in the Science Building parking lot, a student was forced to wade to her
car, and "Lake Skvarla" [named after the director of Campus Planning], once again appeared
near the entranc,e o! the Science Building. Photos: Carol Jean Zalatoris

...
The Northeastern---,Print, the officially recogn~ed student .
newspaper serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500
N. St .. Louis\ Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each
Frid"ay during the regular academic year. Material
published her!;lin is not to be confused •with .v iews expressed
by the university administration.
·. "
The editors have sole, authority governing all material
submitted and reserve", tlie right to edit copy. Editing
implies that editors need not accept all Sl.lbmitted material.
Good journalistic stanqards. will be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material that does not conform to the
standards set forth under Print publication polity will be
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will publish,
at their discretion any letters to the editor, announcements,
'.articles, photos, advertising, or .o ther submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the -e ditor.
Unsigned letters will not be published, but names will be
withheld and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
are discouraged.
.
The Northeastern Print office is open daily and is located
in room E-049, north of the c_afeteria. Our telephone .number
is 583-4050, extensions 508 or 509. After 9:00 PM or after
·the switchboard is closed, call direct 583-4065.

Ode to Financial Aid
Woke up this morning
went to get my check
Financial Aid to the rescue
wish my land-lord dead.

At the Business-Office line
I stand composed and neat
But my hands are cold and sweaty
My h~rt is skipping beats.
The student right in front of me
she gets her check and smiles _
Now comes my patient-looking turn
my guts are turning wild.

Financial Aiders cool me down
while listening to my yells
My Counselor is rioting
and raising flame n' hell.
They all attempt to figure out
what to do with me
My mouth is foaming, my eyes are red
Computer blood I see.
Well I don't know the miracle
but somehow it was done
They got my money, I'm mellow as honey
and now I write this poem:
If you're a student real down and out

Editor-in-Chief .............................. Robert J. Kosinski
Managing Editor... ........................ Carol Jean Zalatoris
Businet111 Manager .................. . .......... ·. Mitchell Braun
s;;rts Editot...................................... ~Stepal
Photo Editor .......•.......-.. . ...............•. Cindy Hagert)
STAFF: Roxane Baird, Miriam Bassmari, Nancy Burton,
Dan Pearson, Benilde Polvernini.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: James Gross, Dolora Jung, Ann Holda

I give my name and social number
her fingers search Big Book
My name is not computed
a sympathetic look.

My blood is rushing, my heart is fast
my countenance gets mean
.
I run-down students in hallways
to kill Co~puter-Machine.

so hungry your belly aches
and your check was never processed
a simple little mistake
'
Just go and kill Computer
- and hide at Financial Aid.
Financial .Aid! Financial Aid!
The miracles they perform!
They got my money, I'm mellow as honey
To them this simple poem!

David Hernandez
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Final four candidates
interviewed; -committee's

choice forthcoming
Downs

that but added sincerely, "and
you can come to see me
anytime!" He· said his door
would always be open to
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
students and he would be quite
Raymond A downs, director available on campus. "I tend
of Student Development Proto be highly visable on
. gram for Minority Affairs and campus; in the cafeteria,-in t~e
assistant professor of Educa- hallways, at student activities,
tion at · Bowling Green State and athletic events. I am very
_University in Ohj o 1 left a athletic and I play tennis."
favorable impression with stuHis comment then prompted
dents who met with I the the question of athletic fundcandidate for Vice President ing. "I am pro-athletics)" said
for Student Affairs June 17.
Downs. "At Bowling Green
Downs' philosophy on the · University tqere are some
relationship between the Stu- 1s;ooo students and they
dent Government and the · decide what .kind of athletic
Office of Student Affairs is program they want. If you
"workable." "People should want good athletic teams,
come together ~nd not worry students need to come to grips
about who's going to try to with the idea of appropriate
take their power away," he funding." As vice president
said.
Downs said he would give his
At Bowling Green, the vice opinion and offer advice when
president of Student Affairs asked about student fees or
has an advisory committee - other matters related to the
, whereby students have direct Senate's jurisdiction but added
input into planning student that he would "never arbitrariservices. Downs expressed a ly overtune a decision made by
genuine concern for meeting the Student Gove~erit.
the needs of students through
Downs views the position of
the area of Student Affairs.
Vice President of Student
Inevitably when students ' Affairs at NortheasterrE as a
ask candidates if they would challenge. '' As an urban
advocate an open door policy university, Northeastern needs
the obvious answer given is to take a direction toward
yes. Downs' reply was just offering more developmental

Kielson
by Robert J. Kosinski
Having been called as a
substitute choice by the
Search and Screen Committee,
Daniel C. Kielson came to
Northeastern to be interviewed
for the position of vice-president for Student Affairs on

June 28.
Cur,rently the Dean of
Students at North Shore
Community College in Massachusetts, Kielson has had
mgch experience in the Student Services area with a
special emphasis on counseling
and ·advisement.
In a session with students,
Kielson admitted that he
would. try to adopt an "open-door policy," depending
on how many people came to
see me." ·
He said he believed in a
structured method of distributing the student fees with,
decisions for the allocation ·
being handled by a committee
consisting solely of students
and dealing primarily with
student activities.
He said he favored the
addition of a doctor to the
Health Services staff if the
need was there and added that
it was the institution's responsibility to provide such medical services, rather than the
students through student fees
as has been suggested.
Kielson also said he was a
strong advocate of giving
students a voice on university
committees.

Daniel C. Klelson. Photo:
Carol Jean Zalatoris -

programs to meet the needs of
the students rather than just
offering · services," Downs believes. He continued to say
that "quite often, programs
overlap and a university can't
wait until t~e needs crop up.''
Students asked the candidate his methods for providing
services to students at the four:
UNI centers. Downs proposed·
the establishment of an out-.
reach program. He outlined
that counselors and student
activities should be extended :
to the centers and, in tum, the .
university should induce students attending the centers to
come to the main campus. "If
we're going to be an urban
university, we must get involved in serving all our
students."
Downs had some refreshing
ideas for improving the area of
Career Services. From his
experience, a university needs'
to establish a career planniilg·
and placement service. One of
the important aspects of a
career planning and placement
program is starting early in a
student's education, he believes. Programmers must"'first
study and determine a student's potential, aid in developing their strong areas, and
work to devel~p internship

"Student Services Guidelines
for Massachusetts Community
Colleges" in 1973.
He earned his Doctorate of
Education in Student Personnel Admini.str~tion in Higher
Education from the State
University of New York at
Albany and a , Masters ·.of
Education from the University
of Rochester.
Kielson is married and has
two children.

Bealer ·

The last of the vice-presidential candidates to be called to
visit Northeastern w:as James
Edward Bealer, ~ho came on
June 30. Bealer now holds the
position of Dean of Students
at Tunxis Community College
of Connecticut where, since
1974, he has had experience in
dealing with areas related to
Admissions, Orientation, Financial aid, counseling, ~ecords, athletics · ~nd student
activities.
Bealer, a licensed psych;;i_ogist, received hs Ph.D in
Student Personnel AdministraKielson served on the Exec- tion from Michigan State
utive Committee for the Na- · University and a Master of
tional Association of Student Education in Guidance and
Personnel Administrators, Re- Counseling from Pennsylvaiua
gion I in 1976 and co-authored State University.

Raymond A. Down$, . candidate for the position of V.P. for
Student Affair~. Photo: <;:arol Jean Zalatoris

Downs was educated at
programs. J>rogrammers must
also teach students interview Hampton Institute, Hampton,
techniques. But most impor- .V.irginia, majoring in Soci~lotant, he stressed; tpe vice gy·and minoring in History.
He received his B.S. in
president must seek to identify
people interested in erqp\oyiiig Education in 1960. He later
stuc.J.ents. ',' In my mu:iq, , this received both his masters and
kind of opportlJnjtY, . ~s most -docto~ate in the same area.
His :p~st experience includes
beneficial to stµdeqt~. ;\t
Director for Needs Assessment
Bowling Green·, the~~ .i~..a ,lµgh
perce11;tage of' stud«,m ts . who Comp~nen_t an:d · E_~ aluator at
have benefitted from this .type Rhode_Island Teachers Center,
of pro.g ram."
Coordinator for Admissions
Since 1975, Downs has and Financi~ . Aid at Brown
_served as the primary .p rogram University in Providence,
representative at '. _B_owling Rhode i'sland, Director/AssisGreen State University to all tant Pr~fessor at Cheyney
areas of the university and State College, Counselor at
student participants, develop- William Penn High School for
ing and· implementing _in-ser- Girls in Philadelphia, and
vices . training programs for, So~i~l ·studies teacher for -the
primary staff members and Board of Education in Philacoordinates program goals: He delphia.
Raymond Downs and his
has concurrently taught career
and life planning courses, wife Alice have two children; a
and supervised graduate stu- son, Raymond Jr. and daughter, Kirsten.
dents.

Green
Another: candidate, Margaret Green, a Consultant-Trainer
for ACTION in New York City
since 1974, caml:l to Northeastern oil June 22. Having had
varied experience in ,counseling
and education, including three
years as the Dean of Student
Affairs for the Butler County
Community College in Pennsylvania, Green met with
members of the Northeastern
community on all ,levels to
answer and ask questions
related to the university and
the administrative position she
is seeking.
In the student question-and~
answer session, a fifty minute

Margaret Grien.
I .

meeting open to all students
and Search and Screen Committee members, Green expressed interest in the Student
Fees structure which now
· exists at Northeastern and
agreed that the bulk of the
responsibility for the allocation
ofd ees should rest with the
students.
Though Green met with
' various reactions from those
who heard her speak, most
people were impressed with her
familiarity with the policies of
the university.
Green received a Doctorate
of Education in Student
Personnel Administration from ·
Columbia University, and a
Masters degree in secondary '
education from Pennsylvania
University.

Ph;~~'kobert J. Kosinski

'
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INDEPENDENCE DAY HOLIDAY: In accordance with thepolicy of the Board - of Governors of State College and
Universities, the university will be officially closed Monday, July
4, 1977.
THE STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL [S.H.A.C.]
will show a film on heart attack prevention through aerobic
exercise. The.film, " Run Dick, Run Jane" will be shown Tuesday
July 5 at 1 :00 in the Commuter Center room CC-218. Free
information and ice cold lemonade will be offered.
THE INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet Wednesday,
July 13 in the conference room next to Student Activities office
at 12:00. There are two vacancies on the board which may be
filled at this meeting. Members must bring a note from club
president to vote.
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK: The Earth Science Club is
planning a trip August 20 to Septe~ber 5, the cost around $75.
We will visit Lake Louise, mines, and meet geologists. If you are '
interested leave your name and phone number at the Earth
Science Dept . Office, ext. 737.
ROCK SALT MINE : The Ear.t h Science Club is going to a
rock salt mine (halite) underneath the Detroit River from Friday
July 8 to Sunday, July 10. Th~ cost is around $10. Leave name
and phone number at ext . 737 by Thursday, fuly 7.

The Commuter Center Activities Board [CCAB] Summer Showcase began ite second week of
programming on campus by featuring disco dance instructors Robin and Reggie June 20. The
famous Chicagoland disco dancing duo demonstrated their unique dancing style and later taught
students "The Stomp.'' Robin and Reggie, stars of last season's T.V. show -Step By Step,
currently t each lessons at the 1, 2, 3 Disco, 5220 W. Di-versey. Photo : Carol Jean Zalatoris

commentary

Team work!

"We cannot negotiate with
COMMITTEE VANCANCIES: There are student vacancies those who say, 'What's mine is
on the following committees-Senate Vehicle •Committee (1), . mine and what's yours is
Student Satelite .Advisory· Committee (u~ited), Constitution negotiable.' "
Revision Committee (6 seiiator vacancies), Faculty Evaluation
John F. Kennedy
Committee (unlimited), Board Policy Monitoring Committee (1
by Robert J. Kosinski
_
student), Commencement Committee (3 undergraduate vacancies). Students interested in serving on any of these committees
In budget disputes, such as
should contact Senate President Jim Payette before the next that which arose between the
Senate meetin3, July 11.
Student Senate and the Athletic Board, it is often hard to
SENATE MEETING: The next meeting of the Student Senate say who is right or wrong. For
will be Monday, July 11, 7:00 p.m., in room CC_-217. All students the second time in my
are inviteQ to attend the meeting.
memory, this particular board
has gone all out to make t he
BOG STUDENT REP ELECTION/REFERENDUM:Board of point more clear. The " You
Governors Student Representative election has been rescheduled can't live without us" attitude
for July 5 & 6, on all UNI campuses. Included on the election of the board has, once again,
ballot will be a referendum vote to increase the student activity led to the predictable "chanfee for part time students from $5 to $9 for the Fall trimester nel-hopping" and a possible
administrative rape of the
ONLY.
student fee as evidenced by
STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATIONS COMMI'ITEE will the meeting of •June 23
meet Tuesday, July 5, 1:00 p.m. in the Student Activities involving Academic VP Ann
Conference Room located on the mezzanine.

Smith, members of the Student __S~~ate _~_!i repr_esentatives of the Athletic Department. A s, Smith and the
students discussed ways in
which the athletic allocation
could be elevated, it became
. apparent that nobody wanted
the athletic program to drop
out of existence and
the
typical name-dropping fashiop,,
the students were told that the
President also had these
sentiments. The athletic program was allegedly a huge
selling point for the university
and would certainly increase
enrollment and, also, the fee
iqcome like keeping admissions open longer has done.
Smith suggested that taking
a little money from here and a
little from there might bring
the athletic allocation up to a

m

more amenable figure and
everyone seemed in agreement.
The students explained that
there were a lot of "ifs "
involved because they were not
in the position of deciding
where thaf money should go.
They were told that that was
understood and everybody
seemed to leave the meeting
satisfied with what had taken
place.
What made the board wrong
was that everything that
happened at the meeting was
and could have been discussed
between the board and members of the senate. It was just
too early to have the information to make any decisions.
The inclusion of Ann Smith
and the President's name just
made too many of those "ifs"
sound like " whens. "
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Want a change In your
lunchtime routine?
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li O CHINESE

GMAT • GRE • OCAT

American dishes too!

CPAT • VAT~• SAT
, ECFMG• FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL BOARDS
NAn 'DENTAL BOARDS
Our broad rang e ol programs provides an umbrella ol testing know-how that enables us to offer the best preparation
available , no matter which cours e is taken . Over 38 years
of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home stu dy materiats. Courses that are constantly updated . Pe rmanent centers open days & weekends al l y.e ar.
Complete tape fac ilities to r review of c lass lessons and for
ose of supplementary materials. Make-ups fo r missed lessons at ou r centers.

SPRING,

SU!,1/,·' EP.,
MOST CL ASSES-8

WINTEP. CO!"PACTS

WEE KS BEF,
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COURSES SOON TO COftW ENCE-:

MCAT-DAT-CRE-LSAT

2050 W. Devon
Chicago, Ill. 60645
(312) 764-5151

~
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Outside NY State On lv

.

CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840

T(Sl PR(PARAT ION
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Centers in ·Ma j~r U.S. Cities
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• · Lunch served to ail students
·
at all hours.

TONG,S TEA
.GARDEN

..

341 1 W. Bryn Mawr Ave:
KE 9-9650
'·
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A lot of companies will offer you an impQrtant sounding title.
But how many offer you a really i!llportant job?
. In the N;ivy, you get one as soon as you earn your
commission. A job with responsibility. A job that· requires skill
and_leadership. A job that's more than just a job, because it's
also an adventure .
We have excellent positions available to men and women
in Nuclear Power, Ayiation, ~urface Warfare, Supply Corps,
Civil Eng i nee ri ng, and more. And if you 're still an
undergraduate, you may be eligible for financial assistance
prior to graduation.
If that's the kind of job you're looking for , speak to your
local recruiter.
Contact :
Steve Boaz, LT , USN
Bldg 41 N.A.S.
Glenview , Ill. 60026
(312) 657-2169 Collect
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by Dan Pearson
in an oil rich but poverty
SORCERER may be the stricken mudhole in South
first film ever to be named America. Life here is as near to
after t he director rather than the minimal existence level as
the subject matter. The title possible. The one thought of
conjures up thoughts of black everyone's mind is how to get
magic and.demons called from out (the cost is ~alued at a
the smokey abyss but only thousand pesos). When the
comprehendable human de- amount cif eight thousand
mons of crime and punishment pesos is offered for transportare explored by director Wil• ing •supplies by truck two
liam Friedkin. The spellbind- hundred miles to a raging
ing magic comes from the man oil-well fire, t here are many
eager volunteers. Even the
and not the mysterious.
Friedkin, who assembled catch that the cargo is three
THE FRENCH CONNEC- boxes (per truckl of unstable
. TION and THE EXORCIST, nitroglycerin which is to be
~as mounted an intensely carried over roads that are
suspenseful, highly moral film mostly mud or narrow goatwith superb technical craft- paths trampled in the mounmanship. This _is the sort of tainsides or overhung with
film American filmmakers are jungle growth, is of little
not usually given the chance to consequence. Any chance, even
do.
one of explosive death, is
In the_first few minutes he preferable to one more day in
quickly presents an assassina- the village of Porvenir.
LEFT: Jackie [Roy Scheider) · tio_n in Central America, a
The journey which occupies
visits the grimy village barber
terrorist bombing in Jerusa- the last hour of the picture is a
shop of Porvenir. ABOVE: As
lem, _a banker in financial magnificently suspense-susdawn breaks, the nitro-loaded
difficulties
in Paris, and a tained achievement in keeping
trucks set out on their journey
robbery
of
a
church in Newark. the audience on the virtual
in "SORCEBEJL"·
Friedkin deviates from the edge of their seats. Friedkin's
traditional method of storytell- camera continually makes us
ing. Information, in most aware of the dangers and the
films, relies heavily on the tensions. SORCERER · is a
dialog. In SORCERER what is superior adventure, a test oi
· not said is more important. man and machine. The vehicles
Words are carefully econo- assume an eerie personality,
mized and once talk is loose, it almost human, as t l}.e journey
J>rogres~s. The Little ·Engine
can become dangerous.
Shot on location in the that could becomes the Large
above mentioned areas and in Truck that Might. But this is
the jungles of Central Mexico not a children's story. The men
and the Dominican Republic, are desperate characters undethe story emerges of four serving of pity or rational
fugitives who find themselves concern and yet we root for

Sorcerer has
_magic touch
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them. We feel the crumbling
mountain paths and creaking,
ancient bridges snapping as
though we were in t he driver's
seat. It will be some time
before I will abide any
complaints about chuckholes.
The in t ernational settings
call for an international cast.
Only Roy Scheider as the
unlucky hoodlum from Queens
is readily recognizable. Scheider was G en e Hackman's
partner in T H E FRENCH
CONNECTION and Friedkin
wisely called for a reassociation. In a picture with little
dialog Schieder carries silence
well. When his character
speaks it is mos~ly in traditional American wisecracks.
Ramon Bieri, the oil company
representative, asks Scheider
·where he learned to arive as
well as he does. "Greyhound,"
quips Scheider immedi::1t,efy.
The rest of the cast .is as
equally secure in their roles.
Bruno Cremer, as the French
ex-panker, Amidou, as the
terrorist, and Francisco Rabal
as t he South Americaif as'sas. sin, are, along with Scheider,
put through some grueling
paces by' their director. Friedkin is quoted -as saying, "If
. you want to bring people
together in a motion picture'
theatre today the entertainment had better be extraordinary. " Many rtirectors strive for
such high ideals. Fe~·.' achieve
them. William Friedkin is one
of the few whv o .u1 Ii\., up to
what he believes.

LEFT to RIGHT: Kassem (AMIDOU), Carlette (RAMON
BIERE] and munitions expert Del Rios [CHICO MARTINEZ)
gingerly load volatile cases of nitroglycerine onto a pair of trucks
in "SORCERER," a Universal-Paramount Release.

Exorcist II

too ~any
by Dan Pearson
I may '. be mistaken but I am
under t he distinct impression
that half of John Boorman's
EXORCIST II : TH E HERETIC was taken up watching
two people sit across from one
another wearing headbands
and electrodes that wired into
a light pulsing, sound beeping, .
hypnosis machine that allowed
each to share the other's
thought patterns. Sure, they
varied the two people. Sometimes it was · the priest with
· self doubts (Richard Burtonl
staring at Linda Blair and
other times it was the patient
psychiatrist (Louise Fletcher)
who thought she had just
another difficult patient. They
even varied the location; when
the see-through glass clinic set
became overused (I wonder
who decided) they moved to an
elegant, transient Dixie hotel.
. While the concept, itself,
would be great fun at parties,
repeating the process not more
than twice would have made
the point quite sufficiently.
But then the · point of
EXORCIS_T II, besides that of

making money off the name
and reputation of EXORCIST
I, is one of t he hazier issues of
the picture. It ranks right up
there with the uninteresting or
uninterested cast, the lack of
script (even though William
Goodhart is credited with
writing onel and the indiscriminate use of locusts. Big
budget, studio financed films
don't necessarily have to be
coherent but it would be fair to
ask that they not be embarrassing.
But bes\des all that, it's not
even scary. EXORCIST I
produced everything from nausea to insomnia. EXORCIST
II provokes responses -of
incredulity and laughter, that
is, when the audience is not
verbally complaining that actual money was ·given up to
view this semi-attempt at • sequel to a film that terrorized
millions.
True, it, does ·contain some
respectable camera work and
one or perhaps two decent
special effects, an excellent
take from one cabdriver who is
asked to drive to Regan's old

HYPNOSIS EXPERIMENT - Linda Bi. undergoes an experiment in synchronous hypnosla
as Richard Burton and Louise Fletcher look on, in a tense scene from• John Boorman's Film or ·
"Exorcist II: The Heretic," a Richard Lederer Production for Warner Bros. Max von Sydow·atso
stars in the film which was directed by Boorman from a screenplay by William Goodhart. ~ohn
Boorman and Richard Lederer produced.
home, and a noteworthy accomplishment, besides . rollAfrican holy temple perched ing her eyeballs back into
on a cliff. But all this and head, is _learning to tap ·dance.
James Earl Jones in a locust Miss · Blair's brand of cute is
suit cannot save the soul of . enough to bring disgrace to
this spiritless sequel. Films
the memory of Shirley Temple.
like this give the Prince . of
Darkness and all his demons a , In the original she . was so
saccharine the demonic possesbad name.
sion almost seemed justified.
Linda Blair is back once
This· time around we wonder
again as Regan. Her big
why'the. d; mo"ii.even bothered.

her

John Boorman, hwo directed
POINT BLANK and DELIVERANCE and the less success-.
ful ZARDOZ should have
known better than believe that
swarms of locusts in Washington D.C. could equal bouncing
beds, revolving heads, and
green pea soup. This movie
qidn't need another man from
Rome, it needed a man µ-om
Orkon.
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lor sale

Ask for Bud Gordon.

FOR SALE: Camaro, 1968,
'black vinyl top, blue six with a
three speed manual runs great,
bucket seats too. Asking $900.00,
728-4868.
FOR SALE: 6000 BTU Hotpoint Air Conditioner. 1976 model
used only 2 weeks. 7.5 amp. Very
economical. Asking $150 , will '
deliver and install. Call Dr.
Poskozim, 696-4750.

FOR SALE: GM infant car
seat, playpen, portable high chair.
Also Kenmore deluxe washer and
dryer (.gas) Coppertone, $250.00,
will separate. Call evenings, IR
18·3086.
FOR SALE: '71 Dodge Challenger, 21 ,000 miles , excellent
condition, 318 V-8, eng. htr.,
snows and rims included, p.s., rear
deck speakers, more. $1490. Cail
Rob 674-8154.

ARE YOU GETl'ING MARFOR SALE: Oval, formica
RIED? Well I d idn ' t ! Two covered, table with one extra leaf,
· wedding rings for sale, 14k Gold 4 chairs, $50,00. Four odd lamps,
Man ' s wedding ring (size 8}, $5 . 00 each. Two large chairs ,
· $50.00 and 14k Gold Womens $l0 00 each Four odd small
w~dding ring (~ize 6) , $50 .00 . tabl~s, $5.00 ~ch. Call Rosina at
Rings can be resized. Call before ' 736. 1035
noon, Monday-Friday, 678-4480. ___ ·___ _ _______

July) call 583-8943.
FOR SALE: One 26" mens
you. We began to get so close and
coaster bike, decent condition, $20.
now we've drifted. You never are
Four piece VW seats, front and ·
ROOMMATE WANTED: 6
seen with or mention Linda. Are
·back, black leatherette, high back,
room apt. 10 minutes from . you still engaged? I hope my
great condition, $100. One VW
Northeastern. Private paneled bed· ' assumption that you aren't is
spare tire, brand new, $20. If
room, walk-in closet and tons _of , right? You are so handsome and I
interested please call 457-1826.
storage space. $90 pays your share
am so simple. I only wish you
of the rent and all utilities except
would notice me and be my friend.
FOR SALE: 1968 Chevy Impa·
phone. Call Rick at 583-8636 (keep '
Ashamed.
la, 4 door, v-8, exc. cond., $500
trying).
--------------! days ext. 305, nights CO 7-1238.
O.K. Who let the little stinker
out on Tuesday? Was it you
Larry? It had the characters of one
of your usual pranks.
To my fellow S.A.,
PIC:
We .must stick together, we
FREE: Puppies, .I hl!ve 6
must unite so we don't get stepped
Ahem, what's a "Blue Ribbon
puppies that need · good homes.
Committee?"
They are 7 wks . old and of , on by the UNI machine.
another S.A.
Soggy [w.t.]
Shepherd, Collie and Lab Mix. ·
Some are long-hair, some shortBeginner tennis, player needs
JUNE 6, 1977 - Northeastern
hair, and all are soft and cuddly. If
• interested call Laura, 528-2917.
partner to practice with. Male or . Illinois University Graduating
Female. Call Rosina at 736-1035
class. Scott J. Kroman and Ivy B.
afternoons or evenings. (I need all
Kushner, both Special Education
the help I can get.)
majors graduated with HONORS.
Sorry that it 'Xas omitted from the
STERN: Grow up!
program.
ROO?dMATE WANTED: UNI
- student needs roommate to share Dear Rich,
We all give a HARDY welcome
comfortable apartment, two blocks
I am ashamed that I have to
back to DOC on his recent, return
. from campus. Your share, $91 plus hide behind a personal. I wish you
to this great UNI community.
: until. Call Kay 583-4571 or (in would recognize my feelings _for

lree

personals

roommate

------- -------- ·
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3358 West BrynMawr
Chicago , Ill. 476-6276

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL ·
UNI STUDENT~
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

=
n only one do ar (to cove
postage) for your copy of our
latest. mail-order catalog of ove
7,QOO research papers,
._
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• .Fait, D~•b,. Se,Wce .
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Ladies Nite. All
unescorted ladies pay sc; for a drink.
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- ·.
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Women's health prohleins the tOpiC in seminar
by Nancy Burton
"Women's Health Problems" was the topic of the
Women's Studies seminar on
Tuesday, June 14. Topics
included health problems and
hazards women face and
proposed topics for the Women
and Health Care course to be
offered this fall.
· For women under 30 the
most frequent cause of d~ath is
automobile accidents. The two
most serious health problems
are smoking and obesity.
These three hazards face men
as well as women, of course, so
everyone is advised to stop
smoking if you do, watch your
weight, and buclde your seat
belt when you ride in a car.
The pill and DES, two
health problems unique to
I women, were also discussed.
Since a .iot of women suffer
serious side effects from using
the pill, many women are
returning to more mechanical
-forms of contraception such as
the diaphragm, which when
used properly is almost as
effective as the pill and also
helps prevent VD as well as

issue.)
• The last subject covered in
•
the · seminar was proposed
topic~ for the Women · &
· Health Care course to be
offered this fall. The proposed
' topics include sexuality, preg·
nancy, contraception, menopause, special nutritional needs
of women, the biological
superiority of women, self-help,
illnesses of special consequence
to women, aging problems of
did come was an invitation to women, consumerism in health
participate in a second study care, mental health, physical
to determine .whether ab- fitness and myths regarding
normalities · had developed in limitations of females in
the genital tracts of the athletics.
offspring as a result of DES
The resource people for this
use.
seminar weFe Marion Etten,
While a recent study by Dr. Coordinator of Health Ser·
Arthur Herbst, who first vices; Kay Alderman of Edudiscovered the link between cational Foundations; Eleanor
DES and cancer, says. .the . Prueske of Physical Educacancer risk is much lower than tion; and Ellen DaubEtr · of
originally believed, some worry Women's Services which coif Dr. Herbst can· .be fully sponsored the discussion.
objective since he. is a inember
The next seminar will be
of the medical faculty of the · Tuesday, July 12 at 1 p.m.,
University of Chicago. · (For' Rm. 214 .: commuter Center.
further information oi'i the ~ The topic will ~be Non-sexist
DES situation see Spokeswom- childrearing. Women and men
en magazine, June 15, 1977
are cordially invited.

Fall course to examine

'Women and health care '
pregnancy.
Diethylstilbestrol (DES), a
synthetic estrogen, is another
concern. From the late 1940's
through the early 1960's, DES
was prescribed regularly to
many women as a drug to
prevent miscarriage. Now it
has come to light that DES
can cause abnormal cervical
cellular formation in the
daughters of these -women,
possibly leading to vaginal or
cervical cancer. To make
matters worse, . many doctors
today believe there is no proof
that DES is effective at a_ll in
preventing miscarriage. If you
were born during that time,
you might want to check with

your mother to see if she took
DES, and if she did check with
your family doctor or ·clinic.
The University of Chicago
and Eli ·Lilly face a la~~uit for
a DES experiment they · conducted between 1950 and 1952.
The University gave _1081
pregnant women DES without
their knowledge or consent.
Although the Food and Drug
Administration
recognized
DES as a transplacental carcinogen in 1971, neither the
University of Chicago nor Eli
Lilly, the drug's manufacturer,
made any attempt to contact
these women, even though
they still had the records. In
1976 the "notification" that

We are opening °"r house to you

THE

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL .APPAREL
Better Ju·nior & Ms. Cwthes For Less Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT SAVINGS UP TO

......

Dally 10:30-~30 .
Thurs. 10:3~:30
SunCMys 12:00-5:00 •

· •

•

75o/c

3311 W. BRYN MAWR
(1 ½ Blocks from Northeastern)

·

OFF TliE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

539-1450

,

--- - Chinese ·Buffet'
Enjoy the Smorgasbord ·
of Oriental _Delights
lunch $2. 79 . dinner $4.25 '
All You Can Eat! ·
New Hours:
Monday thru Friday
Lunch 11 :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dl~ner 5:00 p ..m. - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

5854 N. LINCOLN

If you want to get into nuclear engineering, start by getting
into the Nuclear Navy .
·
The Navy operates more than half the reactors in
America. Our nuclear training is the most comprehensive. You
start by earning your commission as a Navy Officer. Then we
· give you a year of advanced nuclear training. During your
career,~ you'll get practical, hands-on experience with our
nuclear powered fleet.
Whether you stay for 4 years or 20, you'll know you have
been at the forefront of nuclear engineering. And if you still
have a year before you graduate, the Navy will (if you're
qualified) pay you more than $500 per month until graduation
for this opportunity.
If that sounds like the kind of responsibility you're
looking for, speak to :
, Steve Boaz, LT, USN
Bldg 41 N.A.S.
Glenview, Ill. 60026
(312) 657-2169 Collect

334■ 5252
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by Bill Sanford
Music is man and man is
~usic . . . we all have it. I
don't know where black music
began, but I do know this,
that like the riv_grs in Langston
Hughes poem THE NEGRO
SPEAKS OF RIVERS, "it is
as old as the world and older
than the flow of human blood
in human veins." ·Gospel music
has inspired generations. It is
lively. It . is vibrant and it is
moving. It generates the sound .
to tell the body and mind to
inform the world that it is
indeed alive and well with
God. Gospel music was and is
a celebration, a celebration of
life now and in many times-that were uncelebratable."
The above thoughts were
expressed by Brother David
Bailey, business manager for
the Black Heritage Gospel
Choir in a welcome address.
His address was moving and
rythmic but a mere prophecy
of _the excitement in musical

UNI gosp~J talent

celebrate -life ·and living

a -------

I

II

II

mastery yet to come.
It is spiritually invigorating
to expect good and get
fantastic. It is mentally rejuvenating to expect student
presentations and get polished,
refined, professional performances.
The songs performed by the
Black Heritage Gospel Choir
were as new as a century
beyond tomorrow and as old as
the sacred pyramids. The
SO!lgs were life itself.
It is evident that UNI has
talent deposits that many
other urban universities are
not tapping, perhaps not even
this university to the fullest. ·
. The richness and purity of
black music is a rarity, not to
mention Gospel Music.
·
In his two selections "Grande
· a Dios" y 'El Reye Viena"
Guest Soloist J ose Matos, also
a UNI student, reiterated, in
Spanish, that Gospel Music
transcends language and other
cultural barriers.

Feeling ill?

1- _ NOW
I Health care by prQxy -will neverwo~k
1WE'KE·OPENI
ATBAM
Beginning July 5, the UNI Cafeteria
will open ½ h·our earlier for breakfast. Our new summer hours are,
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily.
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Occasionally a student or
.employee will come · to Health
Service requesting a band aide,
·a spirin, Midol, bandage, ice
bag, cane: etc. to "take to a
friend."
~ The secretary or nurse will
explain that they- cannot give
out such supplies but will
request the person needing the
first aid to come to Health
Service for whatever care is
indicated. This request is not
an inconvenience but a safety
precaution for patients. Here is
why.
A good first aider does not
treat a person he does not see.
It is unwise for a nurse to give
medicine to a person without
first seeing them or without
taking a medicaj history. It is
professionally neglectful for a
nurse to participate in treatment of a person whom she
does not evaluate, at least to

-

the extent of seeing the
person.
The nurses employed in the
office of Health Services at
Northeastern Illinois University are long experienced in the
aftermath of poorly or ill
treated injuries and medical
illnesses in hospital~ . The ·
small insignificant cut that
blossomed into cellulitis, septecemia or gangrene is familiar
to them; the poorly cleansed
wound that festered and pro·gressed to a full · blown
infection requiring not only
doctor care but hospital care.
They are aware of patients in
hospitals whose hypertension
went undetected because the
person persisted in treating a
headache with aspirin and not
blood pressure checks ; the
stomach ulcer that ruptured
because the gerson kept . on
taking anti-acids instead of

seeing an MD with his
classical symptoms; the ice
bag treatment that really
needs an x-ray to discover the
fracture is another mishandled,
undetected inj ury that was
preventable if the victim is
seen and examined by a
trained medical person.
Good first ~id- is practiced
with the patient in sight,
under optimum conditions,
with the best tools available to
do the job. It is a laying on of
hands. That rules out treatment by proxy.
The Office of Health is open
daily from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p .m. to serve the university
community. Medical care and
first aid as well as information
on such topics as quitting
smoking, diet planning, weight
control, heart conditions, birth
control, etc. are available.
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!' Attention All Students .i...
0

In honor of the opening of your Uncle Dan's Army-Navy Surplus ·
Center, ·you are now entitled to a 10% discount year round
with
this card and valid student I.D. Just clip it out and put it in your
'Eca
wallet.
Anytime you need camping goods, outerwear, jeans, tops
u
and much, much more, stop in at any of your Uncle Dan's 3
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Uncle Dan's Army Navy Surplus
Student Discount Card
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
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This entitles the bearer to 10% off with student l,D. Not valid on sale
merchandise. Valid thru 6/30/77. Not transferable.
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2440 N. Lincoln, 477-1918/1919
3350W. Bryn Mawr, 588-9190
.3934 W . Delllpst'er; Skokie, 679-9577

Par-king decals
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by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Validated parking decals for
the Spring/Summer term must
be affixed to the windshield of
all vehicles using campus
parking facilities by Monday,
July 11, 1977. The regulations
for displaying parking decals
will be enforced by the
university police and tickets
will be issued to violators
effective from that date. The
Spring/Summer. decals are red
and will be valid until August
31, 1977.
Upon presenting a p11id
tuition bill, which includes the
mandatory parking fee, a
student · may _ pick up a
validated decal in the Security
Portable located near the Bryn
Mawr A venue entrance to the
West parking lot-between 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday

through Friday.
Students who have not yet
paid tp.eir tuition or have not
received their accessment of
fees must obtain a temporary
decal to park on campus .
Temporary permits are valid
only for parking in the west
lot .
An individual using a vehicle other than the one that
bears a UNI parking decal
l)lUSt obtain a temporary
parking permit for that date.
Faculty, staff and organizati.o ns inviting visitors to the
campus should obtain "Visitors Parking Permit" for the
guest's vehicle.
"None of the above pe~its
entitle the holder to park in
Reserved, Disabled, No Parking areas or Metered Zones.

